Dynamics of water-in-oil nanoemulsions revealed by fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy.
The size, diffusional properties, and dynamics of reverse water-in-oil nanoemulsions, or reverse micelles (RMs), have been widely investigated because of interest in this system as a model for biological compartmentalization. Here, we have employed fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy (FLCS) to reveal the dynamics and sizes of aerosol-OT (AOT)/isooctane RMs using a fluorescent xanthene derivative called Tokyo Green II (TG-II). The dye undergoes a partition and a shift in its tautomeric equilibrium such that the TG-II anion remains in the inner micellar aqueous core, and the neutral quinoid form lies in the interfacial region. By applying FLCS, we specifically obtained the lifetime filtered autocorrelation curves of the anionic TG-II, which shows a characteristic lifetime of approximately 4 ns. Analysis of the FLCS curves provides the diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic radius of the RMs as well as micelle dynamics in the same experiment. The FLCS curves show dynamics in the microsecond time range, which represents an interconversion rate that changes the distribution of the TG-II neutral and anionic forms in the hydrophobic interface and the water core.